Abstract. Gori and Stubbs (2006 Perception 35 1573^1577) have published some visual illusions elicited in observers who fixate very blurred disks while they move their head towards and away from them. We interpret these illusions as afterimages. We support this with examples of eccentric, colored, and striped afterimages.
Spatial luminance ramp. In figure 3 , a spatial luminance ramp translates horizontally. This light-to-dark ramp is equivalent to an extreme close-up of the right-hand edge of a very blurred light disk on a dark surround. When a fixation point such as the tip of a pencil is moved to the right across this figure, the whole stimulus appears to become much darker and to move strongly to the left, through a greater distance than the fixation shift (Anstis 1967 (Anstis , 1979 (Anstis , 1986 Arnold and Anstis 1993; Cavanagh and Anstis 1986) . Moving the fixation back to the left gives the ramp an apparent lightening and an exaggerated motion back to the right. Figure 2 shows what is happening. Figure 2d shows the luminance profile of the ramp at times T1 and T2, and Figure 1 . (a) Fixate the white blurry disk to see the Gori^Stubbs effect: the disk looks whiter and more diffuse when approached, and sharper and darker when the head moves back. Now fixate the cross in (a) for 5^10 s. When the head is moved sharply forward to half the viewing distance, the stimulus briefly looks like (b), with small blurry afterimages superimposed. Hold the fixation, then move the head back again, and the stimulus briefly looks like (c), with large blurry afterimages. the displacement to the right is seen correctly. In figure 2e , the afterimage of the ramp (dashed lines) is subtracted from the luminance profiles at times T1 and T2, making the resultant profile (thick lines) shallower. Consequently, the amplitude of the perceived motion is increased, as shown by the thick arrow. This may be related to the illusory motion of static luminance gradients that are viewed peripherally (Fraser and Wilcox 1979) .
Striped afterimages. Figure 4a shows a blurred disk filled with a vertical grating, like a very large Gabor patch. When this pattern was fixated, and then the head moved toward or away from it, a ghostly pattern of vertical bars was briefly visible, 5 or 10 times coarser than the bars of the grating. These illusory bars were moire¨fringes, resulting from a spatial beat or interaction between the original stimulus and its slightly larger or smaller afterimage. Figure 4b shows similar moire¨fringes as the physical result of superimposing two identical patterns, one being 20% larger than the other. Note that all these illusions are greatly enhanced by adapting to the static luminance pattern for a few seconds before the movement as predicted by our afterimage assumption. This adaptation increases the sensitivity to small local changes in luminance elicited by head movements. Consequently, transient aftereffects appear, whose contrast polarity is opposite to that created by the local changes in luminance.
